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All the news that fits, we print.

REDUNDANT

And print. And Print. And
Print.
-Wm. R. Hearst

redundant. .. redundant. .. redundant. ..
redundant. . .redundant. . . redundant.
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Jersey College Refuses
Diploma to "Retarded"
Roman Catholic
by Aunt Susan
(A. P. New York) Newark State
College, in scenic little Union, N.J.
announced today their decision not
to allow a "crack-brained idiot" to
receive a degree. A college spokesman, Mr. J. Jandugs, said that
"The kid's an absolute nut, and we
here agree that it wo uld look
awfully bad for the school to have
as an alumni one with so little
ability in even the slightest
educational function s." The
college decision, reached after five
years close observation and testing
which has yielded nothing due to
it's inconsistency, comes especially
hard upon the poor clown in question, W. Craig Eggimann.

"I tried my best fellas' " he said.
He was visi bly shaken by the entire
matter but also said " I expected it
all along any way". Mr. Eggimann,
a sort of religious Catholic, sa id
t hat his religion has not been a
relevant factor in the boards
decision, but that he wished it was
some thing like that so he would
have an excuse.
Although Mr. Eggimann ha s
managed a 2.4 cumulative for his
extended stay at the college, at
times ranging as low as a 1.2 in his
so phmore year, and as high (!)as a
3.5 in Junior year and 4.0 in Senior,
a rece.nt article in National Lampoon brought to light the fact that
Mr. Eggimann had once been
arrested for stroking a frog in a
Public Area. Immediately following this discovery, Mr. Eggimann
requested that his records be
burned irr- honor of his 23rd birthday, a request denied by the
Registrar due to an unpaid library
fine. Consequently, an "Administrative review" of Mr.
Eggimann revealed his blatant abnormality.
Dean Pension Barks, reached
for comment after Eggimann filed
suit on behalf of his right to
graduate said "The little bastard
fooled us all for 4½ years, but we're
not going to let him get away with
it!"

W. Craig Eggimann

- To Be Youngest Member,

State Appoints
Derivitive NSC Trustee
by Belly Boop
Armond "Radical" Derivitive, a
1972 NSC grad and part-time fl:!ctory consultant for Berry Biscuits,
has been appointed to serve on the
Board of Trustees of New State
College.
Mr.
Derivities was
recommended for the position by
NJ Chancellor of High Ed. Ralph
B. Durkin, who is also the founder
of Dunkin Donuts, Inc. and
operator of the ever-popular Morris Ave. hang-out.
Derivitive's appointment is the
culmination of a most successful
political / educational career, so me
highlights:

Landscape
Architect
Concurs
"Mistake
In Planning"

by Sunk Swampski
Newark State College has survived heavy rains, flooding, and
other minor mishaps in the past.
However, the academic year of
1972-1973 has somehow brought
· unexpected, colossal problems in
the area of institutional planning.
"Redundant" correspondents conducted a special interview with all
concerned persons. Seeing as how
the matter involved everyone,
everyone is being interviewed. To
date, some 1400 of the 14,000 who
have occasion to come on campus
have responded.
Mand
Stemming from minor comquote, "There isn't more to him
pl ai nts about small foreign cars
than hotdogs."
disappearing in the mud , the
Mr. Nixon was so moved by the President took the initiative to
plea from the aging dean that he is. fo rm a committee. A novel way of
making this special effort to have solving the problem, it included
the 47 $3.00 tickets nullified. He is students, alumni, and faculty . They
also attempting, thru negotiations are pictured here, as they attempt
with the "don't park" or "dump to solve the delemma. ·
The administration saw it most
barks," Ed. ·Note (There is some
confusion as to the name of this wise not to involve themselves in
comm.), to gain information as to what one official termed "a dirty
just where the Dean's office was affair". After speaking to the campus architect, we learned that the
moved during this ordeal in the lot.
matter was no longer in his ha nd s.
He lamented that outside personnel had been chosen when the
committee faile d. The committee's
report allegedl y sank into the hole
in question.
Faculty from the geology
department claim that the soil
studies they conducted bore no
Upon hearing this Eggiman
broke wind to the embarrassment
of all present.

As a student leader in spring
1970, he was instrumental in activating the well-known, oftenimitated-but-never-duplicated,
popular Student Strike. At this
time," Armie", as his friends fondly
call him, made the now-famous
speech calling for a halt to the
school's discriminatory policies
towards
midgets.
Derivitive,
though himself a strapping 5'4½",
is a self-appointed crusader for
whose he refers to simply as the
Little People".
04

Well-renown, Armie captured
the hearts of the entire student
body thru his radical involvements
and was promptly elected Student
Organization president for I97172. In this capacity: he_inagurated

numerous sweeping reforms, including the installation of the controversial coffee machines for
Willis Hall. .He also managed to
secure fu nd s to replace six billard
cues used in the Browsing Room
recreational a rea. His campaign
promise to "clean up Stone Lounge
a nd the TV Ro om" was fulfilled
when he had all patrons of these
areas carried to 8104 while an expert team of professio nals whitewashed the lounges and sprayed
generous amounts of Lysol
thruout.
Upon his graduation this past
June, Armie accepted a position
with the Rahway Park Commission as a duck warden . Dismissed for undisclosed reasons
from this post in September, Armie
occupied his time collecting data
on the whereabouts of Judge
Crater. When" Just on the brink of
new developments in the Crater
case", said Derivitive candidly, "I
was informed of my Trustee appointment." Coincidence? Armie
stated in a special REDUNDANT
interview: "I think they're afraid
that I was on to something that
might be incriminating to them,
hence this job offer." Why did he
accept then, if foul play was
suspected? "It was the only way I
could get a date with Cahill's
daughter." Derivitive is a personable 24 year old.

Barks Appeals to
Parking Appeals;
Dick ·Helps Out
by Al
Fort Lee. President Rich " Mill"
Nixon announced today that as
part of his continuing effort to
decentralize the Federal Buracracy
he is doing away with the N.S.C.
Parking Appeals Board and appointing Raymond R . Peal, Vicepresident of Public Relations for
Midas Muffler, as his, (Mr. Nixon's) special negotiato r in the
matter. T he announcement was
made at a gaila dinner dance at the
"Night Spot", a well known P olishGreek restuarant in Fort Lee. The
din ner dance, given to celebrate
Polish-Greek he ro's of the
American Civil war, ·gave the
President the opportunity to make
his remarks on the NSC situation .
The President's remarks, to a
crowd of 47 Polish and Greek shutins who heard his talk over the
radio, were interesting and real. He
tola of a letter from a Dr. P.J .
Barks which prompted the chiefExecutive's intervention into the
problem. It seems that P.J .B was
trapped in the "North" lot for 47
days after receiving directions from
another college executive. Barks.
who received 47-three dollar
tickets for this Fauxpas, will identify the executive who got him into
the soup only by the following

Efforts to correct problem bring volunteers _to 04 end of their rope."

resemblances to quicksand . " Rest seeds in front of Townsend Hall.
assured", one professor said, "that Concerning the project of filling in
the acid associated with hot springs the mudhole, he repl ied quickly
is not present. Any vehicle or per- and expertly: "A mistake." Rumor
so ns sunk will not deca y upon con- has it that a new architect may have
tact." The aforementioned gen- to be hired.
tleman was last seen in the middle
Bewildered, we turned to the
ofa fraternity tug-of-war occurring Dean of St udents for a definitive
at the site of the mudhole.
answer. Surrounded at the
After a great many calls, we con- · moment by a crowd of women who
tacted the landscape architect. appeared to be fanning a
Engaged in a project to beautify the wastebasket fire with their bras, he
Newark State campus with found himself in no position to
flowers, we found him planting answer at the moment."

INSIDE SCOOPS!!
Sock-0 cartoons, pg. 3
- Fans Flock Donny Osmond after CCB Concert, pg. 5
- Senior Spotlite, pg. 12; this wk: John Desimone
- Cultural Events, pg. 87
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Know Your Campus Police:
Chief Announces New Unlforms
by Peter Pan
As students walking on campus
may have observed, members of
the security force are now outfitted
in new uniforms, to give them a
smart, updated appearance.
Silver lame is the basic material
used, so the men will be visibly seen
at night while _on patrol.. Special
new helmets, designed for wear in
both foul and fair, cold and warm
weather, are a combination of a
football helmet and a green beret to
top the stunning combination.
Accessories include genuine Spiro
Agnew watches, broadswords, and
plastic night sticks. (Boots are optional.)
When questio ned as to possible
student reaction to the new
uniforms, the Chief answered:" It is
hoped our image will be changed
from one of 'establishment strongarm' to that of a kind of knight in
shining armor. We hope to project
a gallant, dashing appearance."

Prof Shows Compassion

r

Professor Ashhole opened the
door to the classroom, ambled up
to the desk and dropped his briefcase on the top. Smiling, he
glanced at the students who sat in a
heroworship daze awaiting his
pearls of wisdom.
"Good morning, how is
everyone today? I think I shall
begin by... Oh, Bill, you look worried, what is the trouble, nothing
serious I hope."

Pres. Nixon Greets
Crowds at NSC
by Lone
Additional security measures
taken to assure the safe arrival of
the President included placing
nails under all tires in the VaughnEames lot, removing rat poison
from food, and distributing ear
plugs to all.

Lee Song
Still, local, state, and Federal
law enforcement officials made
sure nothing would be overlooked.
As one officer stated, "The only
way to insure safety for the
President is to evacuate the campus."

Pop Poll & Contest
by Mike Hunt

This compil~tion is based on
that fond reservior of time, when
coke bottles were used for popping
to the beat of "top 40 hits," which
hurt right between the legs, in the
back seat of a ' 56 T-Bird. And
remember Kids, the following
represents my opinion on" Best Of'
categories in view of the fa~t that

what you think ain't worth beans,
and if you don't like it, you can
lump it, since this paper will be
considered defunct as soon as it
goes to press. At any rate, have fun
reading it. But don't consider running to your local record store and
ripping them off. The only store
that carries them is the one advertised on the thirteenth page in this
paper. Without further ado: .

Best Group: Prick & The Bald-Headed Soldiers
Best Album: Tie between The Ants & The Uncles
Best Male Vocalist: Super Stud
Best Female Vocalist: Sappho
Best Re-Issue Album: "Rising from the Grave," The Zombies
Best Jazz Album: Erick von Zipper & The Leathernecks In Concert
Best New Star: Smily Hancock, Tuba player for the Klutzes
Best New Group: Just Arrived
Best Live Show: The Zombies at the Crypt
Best Guitarist: Al Fuc-er from Heat
Best Bass Player: Yoggi Bear of the Jersey Pirates
Best Drummer P.P. Scratch of Kum
Best Keyboard: Open Door of The Lucks and Bagels
Best Violinist: Ben D. Over of the Butts
Best Horn Section: Warn Barn of Your Blowing My Mind
Best Stage Show: Tricky Dick & His Domm-Dllmms
Best New Foreign Album: R~ Thines & the Invaders
Best Super-Group: Prick &
e Bald-Headed Soldiers
Best Come-Back Group: Kum
Best Greaser Come-Back Voca~ist: Joe Kool of the Grits
Best Rock Critic in N.J: Mike ~unt

WANTED
To buy or trade. Doughnut
holes or Swiss Cheese holes.
We pay top prices! Contact

Stu or Mike at the Union office of the International Association of Doughnut Hole
Collectors. 368-4468.

Bill Cardiac, who always sat in
the first seat glumly lifted his head
and murmurred, "I feel very blue
today, Professor. The reason is ...
"Wait Bill, I think J know." The
professor winked, then said.
"When Nixon ran for re-election he
said he would end the Viet-nam
war, and now that *%#$&*%# is
bombing worse than ever. You are
really concerned about the Vietnamese people. I'm proud of you."
· Bill winced and replied, "Not

really Professor Ashhole. This
problem may be worse. It
concerns..."Hold it" sprang back
Ashhole. "Of course, how stupid of
me. Community Coalition is
interested in helping the prisoners
and you are suffering internally."
Bill put his elbows on the desk
and held the side of his face in his
hands. "N ah" he replied.
Professor Ashhole frowned and
decided to try one more suggestion.
"Billy boy, Christmas is three days
away and you are disgusted that
the disadvantage people in Newark
will not enjoy a happy holiday."
"Ah, horse manure" sang Bill.
"Let me tell you, Prof., ya know the
school is putting up new buildings
and every day at lunch time the
construction guys come in the
snack bar and . . . well, . . . those
animals have the nerve to sit at our
fraternity table."
Ashhole reeled about in
amazement. "Now that is a serious

problem. I hope you forgive me for
the petty things I mentioned . 1 am
shocked beyond words."
"And ya know what else, Professor," Bill shot back warming up to
the task. "The other day, we were
going to have a garbage fight with
that other fraternity, ugh; becaus¢
of the hard-hats sitting where they
shouldn't be, it ruined our whole
day."
"J feel sick" replied Ashhole.
"Don't those fools know the
creativity involved in throwing garbage around. Did anyone explain
that you just do not walk into that
cafeteria and sit anyplace you
please. How crude and vulgar."
Prof. Ashhole cried, "Class dismissed until further notice. I shall
call the President and ask him to
remedy this unbearable situation,
or he'll have my resignation."

"Your like a father.
Ashhole" cooed Bill.

Prof.

Witches
Covenant
Funded by
Student Org.
by Fritz Hershey
In the interest of supporting and
encouraging new clubs on campus,
Student Org. recently recognized
the new religious society, the Witches Covenant. The Student Org.
president hailed the move as
"progressive;" and a further step
"for bringing everyone together."
The Head Witch of the new
Covenant outlined plans for future
activities which include a weekly

Black mass, field trips to
neighborhood cemetaries, joining
Theatre Guild, a course in Free
University entitled "How to Cast
Spells", and taking pilgrimage to
Salem, Massachusetts. A gals
May-Day celebration is also
planned, in which descendants of

Week-End Rap-Up
The following represents some
of the ey-highlights in the news this
week.
Nail Amputated by Hammer
Anywhere, U.S.A. - Joe Kool,
69, of 13 Bad Luck Drive, amputated the nail on his middle
index finder of his "LEFT" hand
yesterday while banging himself
with a hammer at S & M Masseur
Parlor, 1972 Back St., where he is
employed as a male stud.
Mr. Kool was taken to Goodtime Hos.pita! by the Non-existant
Rescue Squad and admitted. He is
reported to be in good condition.

The doctors said his nail will grow
back in time. However, he should
lay-off the banging for a while.

• • •

2 Youths Accused of
Writing Graffetti
Student Center Powder Room Two juveniles are facing charges of
beautifying the individual cubicles
in the toilet adjacent to Stone
Lounge, the Conditioners disclosed. They were also caught selling tootise rolls, charms, and
kisses.
The accused are Hans Messer
Schmidt of 77 Turnover Drive, and

Cotton Mather will be whipped,
dunked (if it rains and the parking
lot floods), and burned at the stake.
The whold college community is
invited to this event.
The first meeting of the
Covenant will take place in "fire,
winter, or in rain."
Wipe Out of 00 Lost Drive, who
also was charged with possession
of a Zap comic book and one fly
swatter.
The Conditioners said the
youths had a bag of choclate
covered ants and other goodies
that were sneaked into the school.
All products were confiscated and
will be held as evidence .for the
Kangarro Trial.

• • •

Vandals Strike
Behind the Cafeteria - vandals
caused extensive damage - to the
garbage pails early yesterday as
they saught through the rubble in
search of something to eat, it was
reported.
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.n.e s the Boss?''

' ' T..I ,

by M. G.
When the Lord created men. all the other parts of the body laughed
the parts of his body argued over so hard that the asshole become
who was to be boss. The brain ex- irated and clogged himself up .
plained that since he controlled all After a few days of this, the brain
parts. he should be boss. The legs becaine foggy, the legs wobbled
argued that since they took men and finally could not support the
wherever he went, they should be body, the stomach became violenboss. The stomach countered with tly ill, the hands were so weak they
the explanation that since he hung at the sides of the body. and
digested the food. he should be the ~ eyes became crossed and
boss. The hands argued that since unable to see. They all relented and
they do all the work, they should made the asshole boss. Thi s proves
surely be boss. Finally, the asshole that you don't have to be a brain to
applied for the position as boss. All be boss, just an asshole.

NSC After 4 1/2 Yrs.
OR- Where the Hell
is my _car??
by W. Craig Eggimann
High Gang! I just thought I'd lay
my whole Newark State Trip right
on you all. I've been here for 4 ½
· years now, having dropped out in
the middle of my Senior year to get
an education. I'm back now so I
can graduate which is, for all of you
who can still believe in Santa,
much more important than getting
an education. I'm not going to get
into all that "This is a two bit
college" routine simply because I'm
bored with it. This is not a two-bit
school. It is an instrument, perhaps
devoid of Ivy-League tradition
(who really gets off on ivy
anyway?) to be used or abused as
individuals see fit. It is a place
where one can adjust one's
"paranoia withstanding level" to a
setting that can cope with the Nixxon (our name but never our
stripes) Democracy operating all
around this little island called
N.S.C. When one graduates it is to
be hoped by all, from Mommy and
Daddy, so proud of Their little
boy, to the dude who smirked when
you requestedyourN.D. E.A. loan ,
that you indeed do have an
education. If this is not the case,
then gang you've got no one t:::,
blame but yourself, cause it's all
here.
If you're a freak and into all that
Hippy-dippy stuff you're welcome
to obliterate what's left of your
mind with dope every day, 9-11 :30
P.M. in Sloane Lounge. Don't let
the fact that many of your fellow
freaks (i.e. your typical wierd,
strange, not-like-us-persons) are
part time security guards, dean's
list students or mellow heads listening to their music, deter you from
your convictions that pot ruins the
. morals, and our most precious
posession, our ability to think like
true Americans.
If you're heavy into studying
(West Civ. I dates are all B.C., and
West Civ. 11 are A.O.) The Nancy
Thompson Library, complete with
47 classification systems, none of
which are in effect, is here to serve
you, guarded securely by that
rather thin fellow who sternly examines your notebook while you
tuck the Library copy of Popular
mechanics snugly into your

trousers. The Library, a recent addition to the college, is already a
classic of ineptitude. However;
things are not much better
elsewhere people, honest tojiminy.
For all of you hung-up on trying
to impress your friends with the antiquity associated with education
in America, there is the Kean
building. It functions, more or less,
as a maintenence building now.
and it is also the building one sees
Qn any sort of promotional
material for the college. It implies
that we are situated in a rustic setting perfect for contemplation ·of
university type thoughts. It also
discreetly ignores the fact that we
are situated in a setting that is
perfect for contemplating noisedecibel damage levels similar to
World War 11.
For those of you who have not
been here for 4 ½ years, and I assume most of you haven' t, the
college was not always the base of
operations for the Marinaro
Construction Co. At one time the
campus was actually pretty, in a 4miles-outside-of-downtownNewark way. The gravel paths
were mere indentations in a rolling
expanse of real honest-to-god grass
(green no less). The brook, where it
passes under the bridge by
Townsend Hall, was and 5till is,
scenic. There used to be a real live
woods behind the dorms with rabbits and squirrels and beer cans, all
the stuff you expect to find in
Mother Nature.
Now, alas, the forces of change
are imminent. Soon there will be
nothing but concrete. More Willis
Hall's will be put up. Giant computers which while they don't actually fold, spindle or mutilate,
nevertheless
absorb
and
regurgitate
thousands
(yes
thousa nds!) of "educated" robots
each semester (Willis Hall itself
even looks like a damn computer).
If I sound a bit pessimistic don't
let it worry you, it is the privilege I
take for having endured. I m ight
get into that 'This is a two-bit
school" riff after all, but I've got to
go. Security just found my car, the
one I lost here on campus when I
was a sophomore. It wasn't stolen ,
simply misplaced. Aren't we all at
one time or another. Peace please.

NOTICE:

All N.S.C. students are now able to pick up at
the school bookstore their Special College Package for only $ L98. It contains a ½ pint of liquor, two prophylactics, a recording of"Loving
You Has Gave Me A Social Disease," and two
Atka-Seltzer. Have a happy holiday!"

Professor Lectures: Turnout A
·Feasting Success: Dr. Laban
Shrewsbury Speaks On Ghouls
by

The

" Mad Arab " Ahdul
Alhazred
Throngs of wonderfull y
demented Newark Staters were on
hand for the annual lecture of Dr.
Laban
Shrewsbury, esteemed
mystic scholar and necrophilliac.
late of the prestigious M iskatonic
University in Arkham. Massachusetts. The professor, only
recently leaving his position at the
university in which he held the
chair of head Necromancer and
Historian of Eldrich Malign
Legendry, has been quoted as saying that the fruits of travel and intimate lecture with his deranged
minions far outweight the orphic
intellectual stimulation gained
from his dusty cronies back in Arkham. Although making regular
appearences at Devil's Reef to
supervise the underwater search
for the famous sunken city of dread
Cthulhu, R'lyeh, he now gains
ultimate pleasure in seeing the
faces of many young, promising
degenerates light up and thrill to
his eye-witness accounts of nocturnal sojourns in the forbidden
cemetaries oT Dunwich.
Wilbraham and Kingsport; discribing of creatures which emerge
only at the darkest hours of night
from their deep, subterranean lairs
to feast on the multitudinous
cadavers left by superstitious
townspeople or evil worshippers to
appease their ravenous appetites
for carnage and blood. Instances
were reported by stout, upstanding
citizens that they have personally
seen such deformed, grotesque
caracatures of human beings
hungrilly assaulting a youn g child
seven years of age and later washing down the sweet flesh in hewnwooden goblets filled with Gallo
Hearty
Burgundy .
Malign
Oeneologists!
After a brief introduction of the
insidious Lovecraftian pantheon
into which fits the benefactors of
the enigmatic ghouls, Shrewsbury
lectured for the better part of twoand-one-half hours on their dietary
preferences; they are constantly being coaxed into exposure around
the Miskatonic River by baiting
game traps (the 2001b. test variety .
. . ) with obese students who
happen to fall below a 2.0 gradepoint average at the University. Invariably, these students escape
death but must be, at great cost,
nursed back to their previous mental condition, as the trauma and
pain ·of being attacked by razorlike teeth is second only to the
physical
degeneration
which
follows initiation into a student
fraternity at that institution. The
good professor went on to report
that the panty-raids, practiced
since time immemorial at that
famous college, are now taking the
form of veritable abductions; coeds
are always being found in a catonic
stupor along the banks of the
merky waterway, sexually ravaged
but otherwise in good spirits. All

the physical Ed-ucation classes
dealing with the military arts of
hand-combat, fencing. archery etc.
are having a fielday hunting wouldbe suspects, but unfortunately, few
remain alive long enough to plead
their case before the local court: the
bodies of these perforated dregs are
a lways found in rather skeletal
condition the morning following
the hunt, proof of strange activity!
All professors aknowledge the excitement of teaching under such
unorthodox circumstances.
Dr. Shrewsbury went on to describe the physical aspects of these
elusive creatures; all were said to be
grotesque,
deformed
humans
covered with putrid stench and
slime, hunched so they can hardly
walk upright without the use of an
additional appendage (such as a
hand; usually not their own but of
the freshly-severed-and-palpitat-

and viscera were later rewar<1e1...
with the fantastic specticle of a real
victim! The poor mother's throat
was torn completely from his head
and a mobile plasma unit was on
hand to refurbish his pallid complection with fresh red corpuscles;
professor Shrewsbury interpreted
what unintellegible utterances
which · spewed-forth from the
deformed, reeking cavern that obviously had been his mouth. "Urthooorooo conigaasmi mouta
scoomatrosca
moon ta
soonooooof-ahh h-beeeeech! !! ! !,
Cthulu fagnn argura mooosesci tt t;
Orgasm,
Orgasm.
Orgasm!!!!!". Such were the articulations that permeated the dining room of Downs Hall. The poor
wretch shuddered at the prospect
of rehashing the trauma, yet all
prodded him or, students perspiring with ecstatic expectation and
P,!Ofessors licking their chops for
more lurid details. He, or more accurately it, found courage to continue and described with the help of
the professor of legendry all-night
vigils where rats would be"operant
conditioned" to burrow through
the abdominal cavities of wayward
salvation army privateers and abducted Santa Claus fakes; of weird
pacts between candidates for the
-republican nomination in previous
presidential elections and of incest
between impotent arab terrorists
and Hindos do'in the best they
Kin'do.
Al the full moon approached.
Townsend Lecture Series' latest
lecture ever progressed with all the
fire and brimston of na palm-chile
Hemmmmmorhiod attack. AU
were thoroughly discusted and
coughing up blood by the time the
guest speaker retired to his
horizontal transport crate; bits of
ing variety . . . ) to guide them earth were everywhere-the only
against falling over on their right way to travel! A slew of harpies
side (right feet are always shrivelled were produced from somewhere
and useless in these creatures .. _ ). and as they merrily danced with
Their teeth are elongated and ex- members of the security guard, the
tremely sharp, implimental in tear- good Dr. Shrewsbury smiled a
ing and slashing the tough human toothless grin; he personally got
skin and attacking. The girls that out on the floor and did a malign
were found after long searches into Jig-the walls almost succumbed to
the marshes surrounding Arhkam the wonderous cacophony, and
indeed had a hard time of it, many Newark State scholars
although it was later discovered joined in wit h a chorus of "Give
that ghouls have overpowering at- Peace a Chance". Finally, at the
tractions for hardrock music; ungodly hour .of 4:00 A.M . (the
prefferably
"Grateful
Dead" doctor refused to make an
appearance before 12:00 midnight .
(8000000!) a nd Led Zeppilin.
Amidst the whine of his backup ... ) the entourage literally melted
group of "accursed" flute players away and what was left of Downs
the good doctor extrapolated on Hall was carted away for scrap,
his depressing topic and drove six students included .. . . . . . The
sensitive students to vomit; vivid · famous Independent had the exdescriptions of all-night vigils and cl usive rights to the poop, and picthe bleeding entrials found in the tures, just because nobody else
dormitory lobby did not appeal to wanted it! Think of the loss to the
everyone, but the general at- more cultured publications! It is
mosphere was one of exceptional not every day such dregs of society
interest. Many professors of this assemble for· a night of pure blasinstitution were salivating like phemy and digust, not every night
Pavlovian canines at this point, the distinguished group of profesand those remaining unimpressed sors which frequent our college get
at the minor show of pure 'id-ism" exposure to such living history and
and animalistic craving for blood putrid odors. Such class!

Cultural Events for
the Month of December
l)yM. G.
The New Jersey Perverts Society
will perform there annual
Christmas symphony on Dec. 23 .
They will play the traditiona l songs
after a spicy dinner. They use body
sounds, burps, belches, farts.
stomach noises, cracking of joints,

and the sounds produced during
certain sexual acts, instead of the
conventional musical instruments.
It's something the whole family
should not miss.
T he Faculty members of Newark
State College will ho ld their

Hemorrhoids Contest on Dec. 27.
The one with the largest hemorrhoids will be declared the winner
by a group of doctors and a
plumber as judges. The pri~e to the
winner is a gold plated toilet seat
and a one yea rs supply of toilet
paper.
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·edundant
"ALL TH E NE WS THAT FITS,

WE PRINT."

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

Wondering
To the Editor:
Dear Sirs:
I have been a student here for
three years now and have spent a
lot of time in the Snack bar and
stone lounge. I have just one question: Where are the Classrooms?

.

D. Unquent

Smut

Sole ·Saver

to every body out there from every body in here.

REDUNDANT Staff,.
Marboro State Hospital

Dear Editor:
I don't like you using the names
of fruits in vain. It is bad enough
going through life with an unusual
name without people making fun
of it.

Red Strawberry

To the Editor
Dear Sirs:
In regard to Imus In The Morning on WNBC A.M . radio; if you
haven't heard him he makes disgusting remarks about people being
naked and just plain old smutty
sex. We think that this should be
stopped !
Sincerely,

T_he Editors of' Screw Magazine

AND
HAPPY NEW
YEAR!

More
Fruit Fun

To the Editor
Dear Sirs:
If you are interested in savi'ng
your so ul for only $19.95, come
visit me down in Del Rio, Texas.
Sincerely,

The Right Reverend
Dr. Billy Sol Hargis
and
HIM

Top Secret
To the Editor:
Dear Sirs:
I would appreciate it if you
would not let it get out that I eat my
own boogers. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Richard Nixon

Reprimand
To the Editor:
Dear Sirs:
In reference to the above letter, I
think it's disgusting and should
never have been allowed to run .
Sincerely,

George McGovern

Sour Grapes
Dear Editor:
The reason for this letter is your
use of my name in jest!
Fun is fun, but to say that I am
related to that perso n is unheard
of!

Honey Dew

Anxious
Dear Sirs:
Is it dope yet?
Anxiously,

Ashley Roachc/ip

Libel Case
TD the Editor:
Sirs:
I think you people working in
the Independent are NUTS!

Al Mond

Critical
Comment
To the Editors:
Youse guys STI NK!
Sincerely

ed naha

Fanny
Finds Love
Dear Groupie:
Your recent proposition in the
paper asking that I meet you Tuesday in the Northwest corner of the
pool in the gym must have been
some form of a joke. Of course, if it
isn't, they you have indicated you
are just the type of girl I am seeking
to contribute to my "journalistic"
pursuits. So if it is, I am terribly
glad our friendship has begun!
Nat urally, there are many things
you can not reveal to me now, but
as o ur private interviews get more
intense a nd I learn more about the
groupie su b-culture, I am sure you
will hide nothing from me and the
lay-public.
Have you been searching for
something for a long time and you
have been unable to find it? Do you
feel you should get much more out
of life than you are? Yes, I think
yo u do for it is true with most of us.

(continued on page 6)
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81N
by U. R. Travelingon
dulged in my habit of raising my
eyebrows in a pleas for him to shut
The time had moved on;
up. No doubt this has caused the
figured it was 7:35 a.m. Not much
definite lines in my forehead.
clear road was visible, and the
whole avenue looked like a giant
We traveled my usual route
parking lot. I had just begun my
along Oakland, down Vauxhall,
daily trek through the morning
through Salem, onto Morris. The
rush. There was nothing to do but
morning was as gray as dreary
settle back in my dependable
nighttime, for there were more
Dodge and live it out. About a
clouds than we could count. But,
block away, there was a guy stanrather than counting, my traveling
ding on the shoulder of the road,
companion constantly prodded me
and I figured he was figuring it was
to a nswer questions about my
about time to try for a ride. As my
work. I made an unpleasant face
car approached, he tried to attract
and pointed toward the square red
my attention. I had to stop for a red
parking sticker on the left side of
" light, and he started to bang on my
my rear windshield. Suddenly. our
chrome. It must have been a good
passage onto Morris Ave. was
tactic, for I found myself watching
blocked by a herd of sawhorses
this guy toss hi s backpack onto the
closing off the lane before us. We
seat.
began to merge. After the slow
If there are any set specifications
moving delay, I piloted us at a
as to what a typical hitchhiker · faster pace past Kinney Shoes,
should look like, Ben sure was a
swerving around potholes.
prime example. His tree-trunkI was then bearing the last
brown hiking boots were dripping
moments of Ben's companionship
slimey mud all over mJ green
as we turned right onto Green
carpeting. Right from the beginLane, left onto campus grounds.
ning I noticed he was nosey, always
Ben was deposited in the Kean parpoking his head into the gear I had
king lot of NSC, removing his pack
stashed in the rear of my Dodge. and hie carcass. Once again, I had
And questioning me on what is the
traveled the old Binding Road and
need for so much stuff. I just inwithstood its trials.

NOTICE
Beginning Thursday,
December 21st the NSC
campus will be closed to
all unauthorized persons not in possession
of the following:
- an autographed picture of Lou Stravrakis
- a copy of Rich
Hauser's Sigma Theta
Chi's
Treasurer's
Report
- Bill Milks' P.F.
Flyers used in basketball scrimages.
These are necessary
security precautions to
insure safety on campus. Any questions,
don't ask President
Weiss, as he knows
nothing about it.

Thursday, Dec~mber 11, t-972

SON
OF

Father Phil's
Fillini Fantasy
-

Judith Christ
Newark State Coll e ge 's
David Troy David Jones production of a Father Phil Merdinger
novella is a joy to behold . It is four
and a quarter hours of Super-eight
magic. Father Phil, a relatively
un known functionary of a well
known-world
wide
theatrical
group, called "The Only Way" has
teamed up with Troy & Jones to
create this cinema tastey, The film,
along with it's casette tape accompaniment attempts to create a
feeling-tone expression which will
convey to the audience what it
must have been like to be a victim
of St. Thomas Aquinas' legendary
foot fetish. Aquinas, played with
genius by David Bowie, is a lost
soul with both feet in hell in Father
P hil's approach to this age old
theme. Aquinas (Bowie) excommunicates half of Europe in his
attempt to "see Good." He ·finds
himself toying with glass slippers in
fairyland and removing splinters
from his person in Holland.
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This "Tour-d-force" of cinema
mastery is not to be missed . There
is something for everyone in the
light-hearted spoof: boys, girls,
song, dance, etc. etc. In the words
of D. Troy, "It's better than that
shit in Willis."

(continuedfrom page 4)
Thi s is why I am taking the ti me to
answer your proposal . . . for
people like us who are tired of being bored, frustrated and disappointed.
I realize how your body must
ache to be with a rock-superstar.
That in actual fact , you feel restless
and, as they say, "up-tight" because
your sex 0 life is not exactly what it
should be. Honestl y, I understand
these things. And I do not think
any groupie should have to live this
way. There is so much to be done in
life So many adventures, so much
ecstasy and just plain fun!
No mature female should have
to waste her life as a lonely one . ..
deprived of the real pleasures in
life. It is not good! Its only human
to desire and receive an array of
sexual interactions with different
musicans. To me, sex a wonderful,
beautiful, almost sacred thing. It is
something everyone should enjoy
as much as possible and as often as
possible!
I am terribly broadminded
about "cock-rock-sex" in the
musical world .. . about plastercasters, rigs, and the other sacraments that groupies employ.
And through you I can learn more
about your interesting life-style. It

TV Series Pulled. Off Air:
Rating Cha~ges 'Lewdness'
by Reddy Boob

will make it possi ble to show my
readers how you satisfy yo ur music
idols as no prude ever has!
Sex in the music world is
wholesome. It is not something to
be whispered about nor to be
shouted about. It is, rather,
something to be enjoyed to the
fullest! Once more the musical
world would like to know what
causes groupies to flock toward s
the rock-star minority. Why not
have sex with the people that go to
the concerts? In this age of sexual
revolution-and liberation, most
males have the experience, skills,
and knowledge to be truely good
sex partners.
I sincerely believe you are a real
groupie one who knows how to be
informative and how to live life to
the fullest, if given the chance.
Conseq uently, I think we can help
one another. You give me a firsthand scoop, and I will arrange personal contacts between rock-stars
and yourself. Personally, I feel-we
can get into our own "thing." How
about you?
They say my reviews are unusual
subjective, inaccurate, unreal
sometimes a little "kooky." But of
all the things said and written
about my reviews, it pleases me
most when a girl such as yourself
makes an out-right proposal. It
shows that my articles are being
read, which gives me good reason
to keep on writing.
I have found happiness. Still I
seek t he ultimate ecstasy. Fanny
will yo u come wit h ine? There is so

After many popular seasons,

viewers will lose a prized parable of
love in the 19th century. "Dating
Game" producer Conrad Triver
expressed his regrets in a special
interview. Standing before a crowd
of some one hundred interested
students, the lecturer outlined his
show's progress into depths of
problems hertofore unexplored by
the social sciences. Airlines sponsoring the show expressed similar
disdain for the program's removal.
Central Air Lines Pubic Relations
manager Hardy Ohnn stated:
'Young people in America are responsible for the return to an attitude of love toward their fellow
men. Prohibiting activities which
enchance this feeling is bound to
Intimate
cause bitterness and hostility." Mr.
Game."
Ohnn concluded by adding how
refreshing it was for him, as a cor- backwoods areas, expressed a
porate executive, to send young genuine love for America. This,
people to far-away places like Ohnn proclaims, is the essence of
Tanganikya. He has even received youth buring patriotism.
Asked to cite examples of this
letters from some· former contestants. Most of the letters, written love for fellow humans, Ohnn
by those held in cannibalistic reminisced the takeovers of

thinks she has lost her virginity.
"Sam the Horny Porpoise Gets
Attacked by a School of Guppies"
( 1968) Channel 9. Dec. 22.
It's a tragic story about a socially
frustrated porpoise that attends an
orgy and is molested to death .

CELEBRITY CHRI STMAS TREES

ROSS

To the Editor:
Information concerning the
whereabouts of D ana chic; short.
sexy, with a kind smile. Body
perfect, full power, with priceless
resale value; beautiful finish with a
natural, flawless appeal to the
cognoscent of artful creations.
Smooth performing, powerful, yet
unobtrusive and precise engineering makes this one worth every bit
of your investment! If any data on
dis' machine from D ana, contact
Tom Rappin' S ho p; hopefully a
full road test will transpire.
Thanx,
TCH

Ed itor's Note: Is
equipment required?

optional

Can You

Use It?

College Administration "Buildings.
defacing of ROTC buildings, and
neighborhood vandalism.
The group responsible for the
show's removal is allegedly the ex: tremely pers uasive National Rifle
Association.

as seen by M .G.

"The Pubic Hairs that Attacked
Bayonne" ( 1970) Channel 5. Dec.
23.
A science fiction story about an
uncontrolled growth of pubic hair
developed by a mad scientist that is
enleashes on a city.

SO UTH ER N CHRISTIAN
LEADERS HI P
CONFER ENCE ENLISTS
AID OF
SATANIST SOCIETY OF
UNION CO UNTY

Cernpiled by Beb Dopke

MAFIOSO

BETSY

Auto Art

This column is dedicated to all
those students that had something
to say and didn't. You could have
said anything yol,l wanted and this
paper would have printed it. Well
kids, this was your chance to ramble on gobs and gobs of trite dribble and meaningless rhetoric.
Sorry you missed your chance to
impress mommy and dadd y.
Maybe next time around you'll
send us some of your garbage,-!
mean verbage for publication. ·
Anyway, -have a Merryjuana
Christmas & A High New Year.

from the boob t'ube ...
D uring the holiday season there
will be a few classic films on T. V.
that I know you will not want to
miss. Here are just three of them.
"Giget Gets a Hot Flash" ( 1969)
Channel 7. Dec. 21. It's about a
young girl who after backing into a
doorknob and having an or~asm

much knowledge to be shared .
There are burning desires ... there
is a great hunger to write about
your sexual conquests in the
wonderful world of music. Come! I
hold out my writing "tool" in the
quest for knowledge and
friendship. Hurry . .. the readers
are patientl y waiting for the
tabulated results!
My love to you ,
Barry Felker,
Rock Coordinator for
Various News Publications

ATHIESTS

TREE SURGEONS

N.J.P.D.
To avoid the problem of having security entrap " narcs ",
N.S.C. police department
daily changes the color of
headbands to be warn by
psuedo-hippy informers.
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Blow
''TWinkle-Toes''
Bubbles ll)politoWowsCrowd
Road Test: Rollar Skates
by Tillie Three-Speed
wheels with extra-heavy ball bearA few weeks ago, I wrote an aring for better traction and stability.
ticle concerning my recent roadfor those who want to drag with the
test of the Honda. In the interest of ten-year-old down the block.
discussing the newer, more viable
As the basic model doesn't come
means of transporting oneself from
with an engine, there is no problem
point A to point B, I will now talk
as far as gas mileage and "counting
about the specs of a little-used but
ancient method of transportation:
roller skates.
Before I enthrall you with the
many wonders of skates, the weak
points and drawbacks should be
discussed. First, there is no protection between you and the outside
world; if you should happen to run
into a tree or parked car, it's cur·,
tains for you! Usually, though, one
never hits the a-s-breaking speeds
needed to obtain the force to cut
~
you "from the nave to the chops",
as Will Shakespeare would say. the change" for the gas station two
This type of transportation also blocks away. Also, there is no indoes not afford protection from the surance needed (as yet) for this
elements, so, ideally, the skates mode of transportation, which cuts
should only be used in warm, dry out the registration and license fees
and the annual rejection from the
weather.
By the way, if you think I'm talk- inspection station. Just remember
. ing about those old-fashioned one thing, however: brakes are also
rollers, think again. You should be · optional, for those living in the
cognizant of the fact that those lit- Rockies and in and around the San
tle four-wheelers come with a Fran~isco area.
All in all, roller skates are indeed
plethora of options, among them a
tachometer (for the gasoline- an answer to the pollution and junpropelled model), sway bars for use kyard problem. The life expectancy for a pair of '73 rollers is for
on the Great Plains, wheels with
the life of the purchaser, a nd if they
small studs for winter riding, if you
dare, special straps and buckles, don't rust, they can be handed
down to a kid or grandkid.
for those who tend to lose their
Next week: How I Landed in the
keys, and a special sports model,
Hospital from Road-Testing a Pair
complete with toe brakes, racing
of Roller Skates. Ciao.
stripes and steel-belted, wide oval

Progress Report:
Stone Lounge
An undisclosed source has
recently announced that the kids in
Stone Lounge are under
surveillance for reading that Commie-Pinko paper called The
Independent, a publication of
N.S.C.
For a new Colt '45, with holster,
security will blackball any kid
attempting to read the weekly
publication. A picture and description of the guilty party will be
published in that John Birch
Publication called Let Freedom
Ring. The publication is sent free
of charge to the department chairman of each major.
Ever since the police started the
publication one month ago,
Brother Rat, a pseudo-hippie, drug
wholesaler and distributor of term-

papers, has been tickled to death by
the adrenalin his brainchild
arouses every ti me he adds a few
more kids to the list.
King Rat, chief of police at
Newark State, wrote to the station
that they are going to whip the kids
from now on, although most police
departments have a policy against
such actions. Mr. Rat claims that a
licking is the best medicine to
prevent the Commies from influencing the minds of our youths.
In view of the fact that each
police vehicle keeps two copies of
the Directory, it's very difficult - almost
impossible- for
any radicals to go unnoticed.
Wherever the kids hang out, be it
Stone Lounge, the cafeteria, Ups
Hall, or you-name-it, they're being
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"A Merryjuana Christmas and a High New Year"-from I . Gotta
. Joint (S.L.)

by Joe Bazooka
The rising costs, inflating daily
throughout this capitalist , rip-off
country, are not only affecting the
prices of the commercial goods we
use in everyday life; they have also
boosted the price of those wonderful "goodies" that we all enjoy. The
price of candy has sky-rocketed
everywhere, in ridiculous proportions. One could swallow his intes-·
tines i( he ever dissected the
problem for himself. Thus, this kid
will.
First, kids, you should all be
aware of the fact that the reason
candy prices have gone up is
because it's a capitalist conspin,cy.
The store owners all know how
much we love candy, and if we eat
enough of it, cavities will set in .
Consequently, we kids have to see a
dentist, who fills the hole with a
"rare" (gold or silver) metal. This
costs gobs and gobs of dough . The
dentist 'gets rich, like a son of a bitch. But the poor old sweet-shop
owner only gets a few miserable
cents. He gets jealous, because he
wants a piece of the action also.
Alas, the price is rising.
The price of candy has gone up
everywhere, and if one remains
away from a given place for a long
period of time, and then returns,
one would be alarmed at finding
out how much the price of our sacraments has gone up since we've
last been there! In town, for example, it is rare when one could still
secure bubble gum for a penny a
stick. In most places, it's seven
sticks for a dime, and in the movie
houses, forget it!
More importantly, however, the
quality of candy has gone down.
Bubble gum should just be called
plain old chewing gum. It's j ust no
good for blowing bubbles. A kid
can spend several hours chewing a
single piece of gum; yet, he / she
cannot blow a single bubble. It's so
ridiculous. a kid has to pay a hardearned penny, that was probably
earned collecting returnable soda
bottles, only to receive a lousy stick
of gum.
Of course, all sweet shops do not
have such ridiculous prices. It's just
the larger ones that Iure all the rich
mommies and daddies, with junior
trotting at their heels, that are such
rip-offs. So, if you are a kid, or
know some kids, tell them to stay
away from the big stores. The further one gets from monopolies, the
cheaper things get. The quality in
small stores is usually better also.
Good luck, kids.
spied on.
"I'd appreciate it if you'd let your
police department know they can
have as many copies as they want,"
Mr. Rat tells his peers. "We'll put
them o n the mailing list weekly."
The Conditioners asked him for 13
copies, one for each day of bad
luck!
Mr. Rat has made just one mistake. In the effort to garner as
much free publicity as possible, he
has asked the "straight" press to
0

::i,~:~:~:;s~e a:: s::;~:~a~~n:ie:j
kids responsible for reading The
Independent and being influenced
by "Leftees" and "Notes of a
Radical".
He is afraid that they'll get
together and rid themselves of
profiteers looking to turn in kids
with mi nds and bodies of their
own. Mr. Rat doesn't wa nt the
college community to possess the

Patrict J. Ippolito

by Howard Cose/I
Friday, December 15, a great
event was held in the gym of one of
New Jersey's exceptional state
colleges. I felt this competition was
important enough to take time off
from the foot-ball circuit (passing
up a Jet's game) to view the spectacle which was unveiled before my
eyes. In this game of basketball,
some of the school's finest (and not
so fi ne) student athletes were pitted
against some very impressive opponents. Where else could one see
t he president of the college, dripping with sweat a nd showing hairy
legs, talking to a member of the
Board of Trustees, right there on
the old gym floor?
I can tell you right now, there
was no co ntest. The young, longhaired whipper-snappers were no
match for such greats as Nate and
gang. They did try to put up a good
fight though, but still they cou ldn't

inalienable right that students once
possessed. He seems to feel that it is
his duty to God and country to
protect the morality of today's
youth from the influence of
scholarly-written newspapers.
It is now unclear just how safe
Stone Lounge, at the Student
Center, N.S.C., Union, N.J., will
be in the months to come. One
thing's for sure: the kids will have
to be careful when and with whom
they speak. They will have to be
careful that they are not under
surveillance when reading The
Independent.
Mr. Rat hoped that his
telephone number would be put
into the hands of would-be informers whose heads are into
collecting rewards or just to get
back at someone they didn't particularly like. These are the ones
the kids have to look out for. They
can be just a bout anyone. So, don't
take any chances.
Kids can also record phone
numbers for future use (King Rat's,
for instance, is 999).
Mr. Rat's telephone may get so
busy in the next few months that he
will be forced to ignore it completely. Consequently, the kids will
still be free to do what they like
with their minds and bodies.
This marks the end of the beginning of a new revolution. Together,
we can crush Big Brother and his
right-winged sympathizers. Right

on?

measure up to the fat on the
faculties bellies.
Special award goes to Mr. Patrick Ippolito, whose veritable flight
down the court gives him the
"Peter Pan" and "Twinkle Toes"
awards for speed and agility. In the
jargon of the college crowd , "Right
on, Pat!"
Special mention should go also
to the raspy-voiced announcer,
Jimbo Jandro, whose quick-witted
responses and fast-paced (but
sometimes erratic) commentary
provided the crowd- ~ll ten of
them - with a thoroughly confusing account of the game.
Let it suffice to say that the
faculty, who had twenty years and
forty pounds over their younger
counterparts, creamed the students
BUT GOOD!!!
From the bleacher of the gym at
Newark State College, this is
Howard Cosell, spitting out sports.

Cat
Raped

Recent Victim

Tw~year-old Pussy Galore was
viciously raped by a wild Tom Cat
in the Library on October 32.
Pussy had been bruised badly and
left between the book racks,
underneath a pile of back issues of
the best-written paper in town, The
Independent. Prior to the ordeal,
the feline had been a virgin .
Pussy's owner, Professor Vino
Shlitzer, lives in Port Elizabeth. In
a statement, he said that he didn't
think it could ever happen to his
Pussy. She was such a quiet cat; the
little creature never gave anybody
a ny trouble. Whenever he called
out to her, she responded with zeal.
He also added that it was partly his
fault because he paid more attention to his pet spider than to Pussy
Foul play?

Youse Guys
Still Stink!"
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DATE
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

I

EVENT
1
1
3
4

Jan. 5
Jan. 7
Jan. 15
Jan. 15
Jan. 15
Jan. 15
Jan. 15
Jan. 15
Jan. 15
Jan. 16
Jan. 16
Jan. 16
Jan. 16
Jan. 17
Jan. 25½
Jan. 27 ¼
Jan. 28
Jan. 28
Jan. 29
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Jan. 32

Classes resume
Special classes on hangovers
Dana announces it is coming agine
8:00 a.m. Annual Pot Party
8:30 a.m. Annual N-ARC Raid
ALL WELCOME!!!!
CCB Film: Deep Throat and Sex on Campus
(Please bring you own raincoat)
Mike Golas conducting class on
" How to keep someone handing on "
Tom Halusczak conducts class on
How to Sew on One's Own Buttons"
Bob Travaglione conducts class
" COVERing the Art of the Perfect Goose".
Mark B. Felker conducts class
" How to Review Rock Concerts without Ever Attending"
Jan Furda holds Seminar on
" The Gentle Art of Flirtation "
Barry Cohen conducts class on
" How to be a CRUSADER RABBIT"
Tom Haluscak conducts eseminar on
" How to Have Sex with a Woman 's Libber."
Mike Golas STILL conducts class on
"How to Keep Someone Hang ing On "
Susan Cousins conducts class on
" How to Lay out the Culture Page."
Procrastinators Society Meet - (maybe)
subject: to pick 1964 Miss N.S.C.
Betty Wetzler lectures on
" How I was Goosed by my /Turtle"
Stu Mantel and Mike Mesgleski conduct class on
" How to Drive Everyone crazy after one Try. "
Rich Hempel : Continued Performance
of the INVISIBLE MAN
Patt i Lee lectures on " How to Be a Catholic and
Impress yOur Journalism Professor."
Ruthie Dobosz and Gerry Pienta Conduct Open Forum on
"The Impossible Dream - a Felker Article
that Makes Sense."
Jan Dalziel conducts class on " How to Listen
to Barry Cohen without Hearing a Word ."
Ellen P. Fox lectures on
" How to Circulate."
John Desimone supervises independent Study on
" How to Make it in the Darkroom "
Carolyn Hughes holds seminar on " Public Relations:
Avoiding the Indy staff"
CCB Film: T ravag lion 's Home Movie: "%0 Thousand Feet
of See America ori a Nickel Bag a day."
Townsend Lecture Series: Presents Judge Hanging on "Pol ice
Brutality-the Fun Part of Law Enforcement. "

PLACE
Stone Lounge
Stone Lounge

INDEPENDENT

TPA
News Desk, Ind.
Car in Gym Lot*
Garden State Graphics
Barry's Bedroom
ANYWHERE
on the telephone
Same as above*
News Desk, Indy.
News Desk, Indy.
Undecided
Nearest Pond
Indy. Office
Who Knows Where?
W307c
at the typewriter
ANYWHERE
ANYWHERE
Darkroomand-darkroom
Advertising room
TPA
Little Theatre
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